
My disagreements with One Nation
Ministers

I have set out my local reasons for not seeking election in 2024. I also had
a number of reasons related to national direction that meant I was in
disagreement with One Nation Ministers.

Lord Cameron at the Foreign Office was offering concessions on Gibraltar’s
borders and in pursuit of the Windsor Framework in Northern Ireland that were
damaging to U.K. independence. Whilst he agreed we should not transfer NHS
powers to the World Health Organisation he did not withdraw from talks about
an unsatisfactory text.

James Cleverly at the Home Office refused the sensible amendments to our laws
about illegal migration proposed by Suella Braverman and Robert Jenrick based
on their Ministerial experience. He did not get his preferred Rwanda plan to
work or come up with a substitute deterrent to people trafficking.

Business Ministers failed to repeal or improve large numbers of restrictive
and unhelpful inherited EU rules.

Jeremy Hunt allowed the Bank of England to sell bonds at huge losses, sending
the bill to taxpayers. He believed 5 year out OBR forecasts which constrained
tax and spend policy. He failed to help the Health Department resolve the
doctors dispute where the loss of young doctors abroad or to non doctor jobs
showed pay is too low.

One Nation Ministers were slow to let the government toughen criteria for
legal migration and seemed to think we could invite in 650 ,000 extra people
a year without exacerbating the housing shortage and without over stretching
everything from NHS capacity to our energy and water utilities. The January
change of policy was welcome but did not go far enough to fulfil the 2019
Manifesto pledge of lower levels of legal migration.

These and other disagreements made me apprehensive about what the 2024
Manifesto would contain. Because the election was brought forward the 1922
Committee and its policy committees had not been consulted on the Manifesto
and there had been none of normal dialogues about what it would contain. I
did not fancy defending a Manifesto sight unseen. I disagreed with the
economic , health and migration policies the government had been following.
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